
Pirkei Avot asks: ? ֵאיזֶהּו גִּבֹור, Who is strong? The answer: ַהּכֹוֵבׁש ֶאת יְִצרֹו, someone who conquers their 
essence (or evil inclination).  (4:1) 

I really never knew what that meant.  First, can you discover all that's inside you—your essence?  What 
do you have to do in order to reach this pinnacle of success, of overcoming that essence?  Are Chazal 
asking us to push beyond what appears to be our character or instinct?   

Parshat Pinchas and the haftarot read in connection with Pinchas each reflect different attributes of 
gevura (strength) and bravery that can help answer our question.  Consider these three types of gevura 
displayed in our parsha: 

Public gevura.  Bnot Tzelofchad courageously approached Moshe Rabeinu 
in this week's parsha, pleading their case for an inheritance in Eretz 
Yisrael.  Maharat Phoebe Ana Rabinowitsch points out that according 
to the Sifre, the daughters concocted a very detailed strategic plan 
before approaching Moshe.  First, they consulted with one another, 
and then they worked out a script to argue their case before Moshe 
and ultimately Hashem.  According to Rabinowitsch they based their 
argument on their belief that, "Hashem's mercy and compassion are not 
like the compassion of mankind.  Mankind favors men over women.  But 
Hashem is not like that.  His compassion extends to men and women alike." 

In effect, the strength of the daughters of Tzelofchad was in standing up for what they believed was right 
and just—in public—even if it meant challenging the accepted societal norms at the time. 

Private gevura.  In the Haftorah for Pinchas (read when Parshat Pinchas does not fall within the Three 
Weeks as it does this year), Eliyahu Hanavi was on the run from Queen Jezebel.  He refers to himself as 
a zealot—someone who is passionately devoted to a cause.  For Eliyahu Hanavi, the cause was the 
proper worship of Hashem and the end of idol worship, which had become so prevalent in his time.  But 
Eliyahu's zealotry was from within himself at this point.  He had retreated away from attempting to 
convince the Jewish people.  Yes, he had successfully challenged the prophets of Ba'al on Har Carmel.  
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Yet despite those efforts, Bnei Yisrael had reverted back to idol worship.  At this point, Eliyahu's gevura 
was only private and secluded. 

Muscular gevura.  And the last example of gevura we will consider occurs in the Haftarah that we read 
this week.  We are introduced to Jeremiah, a prophet who is directed by Hashem to publicly warn the 
Jewish people that destruction is imminent unless they change their ways.  His is an angry, public and 

fiery type of gevura.  It's more than just standing up for what's right as Bnot Tzelofchad did 
or retreating within one self, as Eliyahu did.  The distinction reminds me of the 

1970's when part of the American Jewish establishment wanted to fight for Soviet 
Jewry through official diplomatic channels, while another part—the SSSJ and 
the JDL—went to the streets and publicly demonstrated on behalf of Soviet 
Jews.  Jeremiah became known as the prophet of destruction.  His warnings 
went unheeded but not for lack of effort on his part.  He was chastised, 
imprisoned, and challenged but remains steadfast.   

Perhaps the lesson is that all of us have that ability to present ourselves as strong 
and courageous human beings, each in our own way.  We may express ourselves 

privately or publicly.  Whatever the type of gevura it is important to acknowledge that 
we are all imbued with the natural strength to act in a strong and courageous manner.  It is our 
responsibility as citizens of the world and Bnei Yisrael to utilize this God-given ability and, at times, go 
beyond what we might think is enough.  By doing so, we are fulfilling Chazal's challenge to all of us to 
use our individual gevurah and overcome any fears that might be holding us back. 

The great Rav Shlomo Riskin divides Jewish history after the Churban into two distinct eras.  The first 
era occurs immediately after the destruction.  It is the Rabban Yochanan Ben Zakai era—a time of 
building Yeshivot (starting with Yavneh) and creating a Jewish infrastructure of learning and prayer.  One 
can say that it was a time of reflection and expression of the type of gevura displayed by Bnot 
Tzelofchad and Eliyahu Hanavi.  That era ended, according to Rav Riskin, with the Shoah when it 
became clear that it was not enough to ensure the continued existence of the Jewish people.  According 
to Rav Riskin, we live in a different era—an era when we have a Jewish army to defend us.  Perhaps that 
is the gevura of Jeremiah. 
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